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Byron modelled the vehicle in which he would leave England on Napoleon's carriage. He did not pay the carriage-maker's bill and headed for Switzerland, 'perhaps the dearest country in Europe for foreigners, its people being the most canny and rascally in the world about all that has to do with money'.
2 A more lyrical first look at exile on the continent followed on the shores of Lake Geneva:
Rousseau-Voltaire-our Gibbon-and de Staël-Leman! these names are worthy of thy shore, Thy shore of names like these, wert thou no more, Their memory thy remembrance would recall: To them thy banks were lovely as to all, But they have made them lovelier, for the lore Of mighty minds doth hallow in the core Of human hearts the ruin of a wall Where dwelt the wise and wondrous; but by thee How much more, Lake of Beauty! Do we feel, In sweetly gliding o'er thy crystal sea, The mild glow of that not ungentle zeal, The four presences summoned here were all marked by periods of exile. Forced out of France by Louis XV, Rousseau visited Lake Leman in the summer of 1764; also excluded by Louis XV, Voltaire stayed in the Chateau de Prangins above Lake Leman in 1754-5 before buying his own estate and 'founding a second Carthage', as he wrote to his friend;
3
Gibbon was initially sent away by his father to Switzerland in 1753-8 to 'recover' from his early conversion to Catholicism; in 1783, he broke his 'English chain' and went into the 'voluntary banishment' of life in Lausanne. 4 De Staël was exiled by Byron's hero, Napoleon, and her experience posed a question for Byron's attitude to 'the most extraordinary of men'. 5 Byron's sonnet does not recall the particular circumstances of each banishment, but it interweaves some of the more general motifs of exile, including the power of names to stir memory and the ancient hallmark of elegy, 'the ruin of a wall'. The lengthened octave lingers over memory and remembrance, mirroring the gravitational pull of exile, before the volta suddenly propels us into Byron's immediate time and
space. The etymology of exile is rooted in the verb ex-salire, to leap out, and in the sudden release of energy in 'but by thee', we hear the shock of finding oneself on an alien shore, however beautiful. 6 In the sonnet to Leman, Byron develops the voice of shared exile with which he had experimented in Hebrew Melodies. On a reflective 'crystal sea' he makes himself part of a displaced community of 'mighty minds'-one of 'the heirs of immortality' whose remembered presence 'makes the breath of glory real!'
There is, then, for the Romantic and Victorian writers we are considering, a sense in which exile is a shared, even glorious, isolation-a 'populous solitude'-braced with the Satanic conviction of the 'puissant legions, whose exile/Hath emptied heaven', that 'The mind is its own place'. In the cases of Byron and Percy Shelley, being an outcast fostered an outlook of cosmopolitan relativism which they set against the insularity of the Lake School, but in their writing, these intellectual gains coexist with acute loneliness, an awareness of missing home, and un-philosophical complaints about a shortage of basic necessities like tooth powder.
Actual or imagined communities of thinkers were one of the greatest consolations of exile. 'Exile made me lose the ties that bound me to Paris, and I became European', wrote Madame
De Staël. 8 Byron boasted to Murray of his growing Italian identity: 'I have lived in the heart of their houses, in parts of Italy freshest and least influenced by strangers,-have seen and become (pars magna fui) a portion of their hopes, and fears, and passions, and am almost inoculated into a family.
This is to see men and things as they are'. The image of the 'roofless world' dilates and renovates a description that was usually applied to picturesque ruins. As Eve feels her bare head lose the shelter of the angels' wings, Byron stands behind the grammar of the turning point between the time past and the time present.
The poetry of the immediate aftermath of Byron's exile in 1816 is dominated by material signs of exclusion and separation like the 'massy door' of St Mark's ('Venice. A Fragment', l. 6), and accompanying images of being shut out. The action of Marino Faliero is dramatically suspended on the imagined sound of the door as the Doge awaits the bell that will signal revolution:
-the signal hath not rungWhy pauses it? My nephew's messenger Should be upon his way to me, and he Himself perhaps even now draws grating back Upon its ponderous hinge the steep tower portal, Where swings the sullen huge oracular bell. (IV.
2.177-82)
The broken staccato rhythms of the first four lines of blank verse here convey Faliero's nervous impatience, giving way to a more mesmerized encounter with the physical boundaries of Venetian power. Faliero's reverie, drawn out by inversion, leaden piling of adjectives, and the delayed noun 'portal', dwells on the moment preceding the crisis he has instigated and half dreads. The hinge of the door here shadows the swing of the bell, (p.28) all the heavier for the fact that they are not starting to move and the audience knows that their respective sounds will not be heard. Why, we want to ask, are there 'sea-gulls' here? I would suggest that the opening and closing of a door recallshowever distantly-Byron's own decisive departure from England and the memory of a receding coast which (like the ghost) returns to haunt him more often than is anticipated.
Byron's characteristic second thought or variation on the simile domesticates the earlier echo of Dante's sublimity, while at the same time yielding the sense of infinite distance opening up.
Dante's presence is to be expected where ideas of social and spiritual ostracism are linked. In the 1840s, Anna Jameson One of the immediate differences between England and Italy that Mary Shelley also noticed is a lack of rigid demarcation between social classes. Elizabeth comes to this perception through the taste of fruit and after the comic description of being 'driven out of Eden', when the Brownings were required to curtail their much-anticipated visit to the monastery of Vallombrosa by 'that little holy abbot with the red face' (a witty reincarnation, this time, of Milton's cherubim with 'dreadful faces' and 'fiery arms'):
No little orphan on a house-step, but seems to inherit naturally his slice of water-melon & bunch of purple grapes: and the rich fraternize with the poor as we are Elizabeth is distinctly a spectator in this letter, but the contemplation of shared food and shared aesthetic experiences allows her identity to merge, imaginatively, with Italian existence. The pronouns 'we' and 'them' in relation to 'rich' and 'poor' in this passage are not immediately easy to attribute. 41 One difference between the perpetual traveller and an exile is that an exile consciously tries to establish a home somewhere else and so exile always brings with it, as
Dante registered, the taste of another man's bread. A studied awareness of how different things were in England marks the Brownings as exiles, rather than travellers. Their letters develop a pattern of regular backward-looking comparisons alongside the exuberant catalogues of new sensations that characterize the outlook of the tourist in transit.
When we try to assess the part that material details play in exiled life and writing, we need to be aware that class and gender condition knowledge (p.33) of all the things that can be most strange about living abroad, such as food and domestic chores. In Lerici in 1822, Percy Shelley could not understand why Jane Williams missed her last kitchen:
Williams seems happy and content, and we enjoy each other's society -Jane is by no means acquiescent in the system of things, and she pines after her own house and saucepans to which no one can have a claim except herself. -It is a pity that any one so pretty and amicable should be so selfish. The image of the arrow released recurs in Elizabeth Barrett Browning's writing from Italy and gains symbolic significance as she begins to take an interest in Italian politics. Florence is described as 'most beautiful … The river rushes through the midst of its palaces like a crystal arrow', and 'with the golden Arno shot through the breast of her, like an arrow . . and "non dolet," all the same'. 45 Her allusion is to the Roman heroine, Arria, who showed her husband how do die honourably by stabbing herself and then handing him the dagger saying, 'it doesn't hurt'. By invoking Pliny, Elizabeth is thinking through a Roman, rather than an English tradition and accepting exile as a form of glad martyrdom. The metaphor of piercing light is prefigured in her first experience of architecture in Genoa: 'we wandered through close alleys of palaces looking all strange & noble, into a gorgeous church where mass was going on-altar pressing by altar, every one of a shining marble encrusted with gold-Great columns of twisted porphyry letting out the inner light of some picture', and the river in Pisa, 'the rolling, turbid Arno, striking its golden path betwixt [the palaces] underneath the marble bridge'. 46 The recurring motif is of a vital, elemental current making its way between flanks of stone. It suggests an erotic awakening which takes us from the Brownings' honeymoon to their first wedding anniversary, but the passage 'through' or 'betwixt' two less yielding structures also reminds us of (p.35) the path of the exile and the challenge of trying to steer a course between impermeable domains.
The shooting arrow finds a place at the heart of the poem Casa Guidi Windows:
I can but muse in hope upon this shore Of golden Arno as it shoots away Through Florence' heart beneath her bridges four! Bent bridges, seeming to strain off like bows, And tremble while the arrowy undertide Shoots on and cleaves the marble as it goes, And strikes up palace-walls on either side. 47 There is an echo of Byron here that I shall discuss in more detail in Chapter 7, but I want to look now at the 'bow shot' that measures the distance of exile.
PRINTED Bows and arrows are associated with exile in the famous lines of Dante's Paradiso Canto XVII, quoted by Wilde: 'Thou shalt leave everything loved most dearly, and this is the shaft which the bow of exile shoots first' (ll. 55-7). In addition to the piercing pain of an arrow wound (a foreign body that twists in the flesh when one moves), the bow is an instrument under pressure, stretched almost to breaking point, and the arrow is pulled one way and then sent another, driven away and unable to return of its own volition. Once the shaft is removed, an arrow wound can close over and, in this respect, it resembles the invisible wound of Cupid's arrow, desire. Like love unreturned, exile is a blend of physical and mental pain, the 'cleft heart' described by Byron's Japhet as he contemplates the destruction of his old world; like love, exile blurs the boundaries of bodily and mental suffering. Take the speech of the Greek hero on leaving his cave, beautiful as it is, and compare it with the reflections of the English adventurer in his solitary place of confinement. The thoughts of home, and of all from which he is for ever cut off, swell and press against his bosom, as the heaving ocean rolls its ceaseless tide against the rocky shore, and the very beatings of his heart become audible in the eternal silence that surrounds him. 53 Taking his cue from the Greek drama, Hazlitt identifies exile as a precondition for consciousness, evident in the visceral throb of homesickness that underlies the earliest myths of modern man. 
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